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Experience of professor WANG Yan-hui’s in treating tumor based on 
‘tumor is the pathologic products’
LAI Peng-hua, WANG Yan-hui, LI Peng-cheng, LU Da-wei 
( TCM Department of Medical College Xiamen University, Xiamen 361102, China )
Abstract: Professor WANG Yan-hui has found that tumor and pathologic products have some qualities in common 
such as pathogenesis, location and symptom, so he proposes that tumor is the pathologic products. He emphasizes on the law 
of ‘eliminating pathologic products’ in tumor’s treatment. There are four characteristics in his prescription and medication as 
follows: ①eliminating pathology has always been throughout in the treatment, ②combination of regulation qi, dissolving phlegm 
and removing blood stasis, ③large dose medication, ④keeping the same law and prescription. This theory has been proved by 
professor WANG in his practices which is worth for learning.
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导致血瘀、痰饮而成。











































































































































Professor LIU Liang-ji’s experience in treating pulmonary fi brosis with 
Wenfei Huaxian Tang
LAN Zhi-hui1, ZHANG Yuan-bing1, LI Shao-feng1, ZHU Wei2 ( Advisor: LIU Liang-ji1 )
 (1Department of Respiration, Affi  liated Hospital of Jiangxi University of Traditional Chinese Medicine, Nanchang 330006, China; 
2 Second Clinical Medical College of Guangzhou University of Chinese Medicine, Guangzhou 510006, China )
·临证经验·
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